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Tripod/flexible phone holder APEXEL APL-JJ07 (black)

APEXEL APL-JJ07 tripod/handle (black)
The  APEXEL  APL-JJ07  tripod  is  a  versatile  tool  that  will  successfully  find  its  way  into  the  arsenal  of  any  photography  and  filming
enthusiast, regardless of the level of expertise. Its unique design with flexible legs, made of ABS combined with aluminum alloy, provides
not only strength, but also the flexibility needed to work in a variety of conditions.
 
Flexibility and compatibility at the forefront
With  an  adjustable  length  from  16  to  32  cm  and  a  weight  of  250  g,  the  APEXEL  APL-JJ07  tripod  is  both  handy  and  stable  enough  to
support a wide range of devices. Its compact dimensions, 26 × 5.6 × 4.2 cm, make it easy to fit in a bag or backpack, always on hand
whenever you need to capture an unforgettable moment.
 
Detachable components for greater functionality
The tripod is distinguished by its detachable legs and clip, which significantly increases its versatility. The top of the unit can rotate 360°,
allowing you to easily adjust the angle of your shot without having to move the entire tripod. In addition, a non-slip pad on the bottom
provides stability on a variety of surfaces, and its detachability opens up new configuration possibilities for the user.
 
Wide compatibility with devices
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The APEXEL APL-JJ07 works with a variety of devices thanks to its universal 1/4-inch screw. Compatibility with a phone, digital camera,
LED flash or projector makes the tripod extremely useful in a variety of situations - from professional photo shoots to video creation to
presentations and demonstrations. The cell phone clip, which supports devices up to 6 inches, further expands its range of uses.
 
Tripod legs - dual function
A unique feature of the APEXEL APL-JJ07 tripod is that its flexible legs can be used not only as a base, but also as a mount for various
devices, including lamps. Such functionality makes it ideal for those looking for a versatile and easily adaptable accessory.
 
 
Manufacturer ApexelModel APL-JJ07Main function tripod with flexible legs Main materialABS + aluminum alloy Length 16 to 32 cmWeight
250 gDimensions 26 × 5.6 × 4.2 cmCompatibilityCell phone, camera, DSLR camera, LED flash, projector, etc.

Price:

€ 19.00

Smartphone accessories, Akcesoria GSM, Selfiesticks, Uchwyty selfie, Tripods, statywy,
stojaki, Statywy i lampy pierścieniowe
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